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  Annex 

 
1. Section 6.3A of IEGC, inter-alia deals with Commercial Operation of CGSs and ISGs. 

As per clause 6.3A (iii), before declarataion of COD, the generating company shall 
certify that: 
 
“The generating company meets the relevant requirements and provisions of of the 
technical standards of Central Electricity Authority (Technical Standards for 
Construction of Electrical Plants and Electrical Lines) Regulations, 2010 and IEGC, as 
applicable.” 
  

Clause 7(4) of the above mentioned CEA’s regulations, applicable for coal or lignite 

based thermal generating stations states as under: 

 

“The design shall cover adequate provision for quick start up and loading of the unit to 

full load at a fast rate. The unit shall have minimum rate of loading or unloading of 3% 

per minute above the control load (i.e. 50% MCR).” 

 

It has been observed that even though the CEO/MD of the generating company has 

been certifying that the generating station meets the Central Electricity Authority 

(Technical Standards for Construction of Electrical Plants and Electrical Lines) 

Regulations, 2010 while declaring COD, during real time operation, the ramp up/down 

rate achieved by the plants, is in the range of 1-1.5% only.  

 

Since ramp rate has an important role to play in stability of the grid, it is proposed that 

a provision of checking/verification of ramp rate, as per CEA regulations, may be added 

in Clause 6.3A(iii). The generating station may be issued final certificate of successful 

completion of trial run, only after the station has successfully demonstrated its ramp 

rate. 

 

   Besides above, Clause 6.5.14 of IEGC which also deals with ramp rates of ISGS, 

states that:  

 

“ A ramping rate of 200MW per hour should generally be acceptable for an ISGS and 

for regional entity (50MW in NER), except for hydro electric generating stations which 

may be able to ramp up/ramp down at faster rate.” 

 

Further, CERC Tariff Regulations, 2019 clause 30(2)(iii) states that an additional rate of 

return on equity of 0.25% shall be allowed for every incremental ramp rate of 1% per 

minute achieved over and above the ramp rate of 1% per minute, subject to ceiling of 

additional rate of return on equity of 1.00%.  

 

Above clauses may also be suitably modified so that it is in coherence with the said 

CEA’s regulations. 

 

2. Clause 6.4.16 deals with DC declaration by plants in case of fuel shortage. However, 
“fuel shortage” has not been specifically defined in the regulation. The issue has been 
discussed in detail in various RPC meetings. Beneficiaries have expressed concern that 
there have been instances where during off peak season, despite fuel shortage 
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generators continue declaring full DC knowing the fact that their machines would not 
get scheduled. Hence, a fuel stock of at least 2-3 days could be made mandatory for 
Generators to declare full DC. 

 

3. In case of plants having more than one unit, during off peak period, some of the units 
go under RSD on the insistence of one beneficiary. There have been instances when 
only one beneficiary agrees to run a unit at Technical Minimum during off-peak in order 
to meet its requirement during peak period. The other beneficiary does not request for 
power initially; but later during exigency, punches requisition from the same running 
machine as per its entitlement, due to which requested schedule of the first beneficiary 
is not fulfilled.The entitlement of beneficiaries from the unit on bar in such scenario, may 
be addressed properly in the RSD procedure. A mutually agreed procedure in this 
regard has recently been finalized by NRPC for APCPL, Jhajjar. Copy of the same is 
enclosed at Annex-1. 
 

4. Compensation for degradation of Station Heat Rate and Auxiliary Power Consumpton 
due to part load operation of gas power plants is yet to be finalized. Comments of NRPC 
Sectt in this regard have already been sent to CERC vide letter dated 25.07. 2018 (a 
copy is included at Annex-2) and presented in the meeting held at CERC on 
01.11.2018. The procedure for the same may be finalized and included in IEGC.   
 

5. Generators have been allowed to declare DC after including overload capacity of 5% in 
case of thermal generators and 10% in case of hydro generators after IEGC 5th 
amendment (order in Petition No. 74/MP/2018 dated 11.07.2018) . However, schedule 
of the generators is restricted to its ex bus generation corresponding to 100% of its 
installed capacity, barring spillage scenario in case of hydro power plants. The 5% and 
10% overload capacity, which does not get scheduled, is merely being used by 
Generators to achieve/surpass their target Plant availability factor (PAF), and earn 
incentive (in case of hydro plants) from beneficiaries while serving no utility to them. It 
is suggested that DC of a plant may be restricted to its ex bus generation that can be 
scheduled from the plant. 
 

6. Proposed modification of Clause 4.6.2.: Reliable and efficient data and voice 
communication systems shall be provided to facilitate necessary communication and 
data exchange, and supervision/control of the grid by the RLDC, under normal and 
abnormal conditions. All Users, STUs and CTU shall provide communication system 
to tele-protect and telemeter power system parameter such as flow, voltage and status 
of switches/ transformer taps etc. in line with interface requirements, other guideline 
made available by RLDC and the Technical Standards for Communication System 
in Power system Operations Regulation of CEA.  The associated communication 
system to facilitate data flow up to appropriate data collection point on CTU’s system, 
shall also be established by the concerned User or STU as specified by CTU in the 
Connection Agreement. All Users/STUs in coordination with CTU shall provide the 
required facilities at their respective ends as specified in the Connection Agreement. 
 

7. In view of the phase nomenclature mismatch between stations of some states/BBMB 
and POWERGRID in Northern Region, addition of clause 4.6.6. (Uniform phase 
nomenclature) is proposed: STU / Transmission Licensee shall be responsible for same 
phase sequencing nomenclature at their side with reference to grid. 
 

8. In view of para 14.6.3 of SOR to CERC-terms & conditions of tariff regulations 2019, 
there is proposed amendment to para 2.4.4: Member Secretary, RPC shall, certify 
transmission system availability factor for regional AC and transmission systems and 
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outage hours of HVDC regional system separately for the purpose of payment of 
transmission charges. 
 

9. Taking into consideration para 7(4) of CEA Technical Standards for construction of 
Electrical plants and electric lines regulations 2010 – the thermal unit shall have 
minimum rate of loading / unloading of 3% per minute above the control load (i.e. 50% 
MCR), amendment to para 6.3.B is proposed: The technical minimum for operation in 
respect of a unit or units of a Central Generating Station of inter-State Generating 
Station shall be 50% of MCR loading or installed capacity of the unit of generating 
station. 
 

10. In para 5.2, new sub-para is proposed in view of CEA Regulation impacting RE 
generators: The licensee of solar/wind generator shall comply with the stipulations of 
CEA ((Technical Standards for Connectivity to the Grid) Regulations). 
 

11. In para 6.5.11, following addition is proposed: All instances of backing down of MUST 
RUN plants shall be reported by concerned SLDC to respective RPC on monthly basis. 
 

12. Concept of REMC (Renewable Energy Management Centres) is proposed:  
 

2. Definition 

REMC 

Establishment of Renewable Energy Management Centres (REMC) in RLDC and 

SLDC level for better forecasting of RE generation on very short term, real time 

tracking of RE generation & its geo-spatial visualization, control for smooth grid 

operation and single source information repository & coordination point for RE 

penetration. 

5.3 (g) The SLDC in coordination with concerned REMC shall take into account 

the RE forecasting to meet the active and reactive power requirement. 

6.5 23(ii) The schedule of solar generation shall be given by the generator based on 

availability of the generator, weather forecasting, solar insolation, season and 

normal solar generation curve and shall be vetted by the REMC in which the 

generator is located and incorporated in the inter-state schedule.  If REMC is of the 

opinion that the schedule is not realistic, it may ask the solar generator to modify the 

schedule. 

6.5 23(iii) Concerned REMC shall maintain the record of schedule from renewable 
power generating stations based on type of renewable energy sources i.e wind or 
solar from the point of view of grid security. While scheduling generating stations in 
a region, system operator shall aim at utilizing available wind and solar energy fully. 

 
13. Proposed clause 5.2(n): All SEBS, distribution licensees / STUs shall provide automatic 

under-frequency and df/dt relays for load shedding in their respective systems, to arrest 
frequency decline that could result in a collapse/disintegration of the grid, as per the 
plan separately finalized by the concerned RPC and shall ensure its effective application 
to prevent cascade tripping of generating units in case of any contingency.  For 
effective planning of load shedding by automatic under frequency and df/dt 
relays, requisite data shall be provided by SEBs, distribution licensees / STUs to 
respective SLDC in a time bound manner…. 
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14. Proposed clause 4.6.1(c): SLDCs shall maintain updated network data at distribution 

level (11kV, 33kV, 66kV).  Distribution licensees shall submit the updated network data 
of preceding FY to concerned SLDC in the first fortnight of current FY and also as and 
when required for updating the distribution level network data. 
 

15. New clause – Each SLDC shall maintain its SCADA information in such a manner so 
that the visibility remains to 100%. 
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भारत सरकार 

Government of India 

विद्युत मंत्रालय 

 Ministry of Power 

  उत्तर क्षेत्रीय विद्युत सममतत 

    Northern Regional Power Committee 

 

संख्या: NRPC/OPR/106/02/ 5178-81                        दिनांक: 21.05.2019 

 

 
To, 

1) GM, NRLDC, New Delhi  

2) DGM (SO), Delhi SLDC, New Delhi 

3) SE (SLDC), Haryana SLDC, Panipat 

4) AGM, APCPL, Jhajjar 

 
 

विषय: Minutes of meeting held on 14.05.2019 to discuss modalities regarding procedure 

when only one beneficiary is requesting for Unit to be on BAR. 
  
 

उपरोक्त विषय पर दिनांक 14.05.2019 को उ.क्षे.वि.स. सचििालय में आयोजित बैठक का 
काययितृ्त संलग्न है। 
 

संलग्नक: यथोपरर 
 

 
-sd- 

(सौममत्र मज़ूमिार) 
अधीक्षण अमियंता (प्रिालन) 
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Minutes of the meeting held on 14.05.2019 at NRPC Sectt. to discuss modalities 

regarding procedure when only one beneficiary is requesting for Unit to be on 

BAR 

 

In pursuance of the decision taken in the 158th OCC meeting dated 23.04.2019, 

a meeting was held on 14.05.2019 at NRPC Sect., New Delhi to discuss modalities 

when only one beneficiary agrees to keep the machine on bar during off peak hours 

and subsequently its requested share of power during peak hours gets reduced when 

the second state punches requisition from the same machine on bar as per its 

entitlement.  The list of participants for the meeting is enclosed as Annexure-I. 

2. Member Secretary, NRPC welcomed all participants and mentioned that both 

Delhi and Haryana raised concern in the past when their requested schedule was not 

fulfilled from APCPL Jhajjar.  MS, NRPC requested the representatives of NRLDC, 

Delhi, Haryana and APCPL Jhajjar to explain the matter. 

3. GM, NRLDC explained that issue arises when only one beneficiary agrees to run 

the machine at Technical Minimum during off-peak in order to meet its requirement 

during peak period. The other beneficiary does not request for power initially; but later 

during exigency, punches requisition from the same running machine as per its 

entitlement, due to which requested schedule of the first beneficiary is not fulfilled.  It 

was mentioned that such problems have been faced by both Delhi and Haryana at 

different points of time.  Further, it was stated that beneficiaries are entitled to get 

proportional schedule on running units as per IEGC.  However, it would be ethical that 

the entity agreeing to run the unit by ensuring technical minimum during low demand 

hours should get requested power during high demand period. 

4. Representative of APCPL explained that there are 3 machines in APCL Jhajjar 

each having 500MW installed capacity and ex-bar capacity of 471.25 MW.  Haryana 

and Delhi both have share of 46.2% in Jhajjar (i.e., 217.7 MW in each machine).  

Technical Minimum of each machine is 259.18 MW.   

5. Representative from TPDDL suggested to establish documented procedure that 

can be followed by both beneficiaries so that scheduling can be done transparently. 

6. Decisions taken in the meeting are as under: 

i. In case only one beneficiary wants to keep the machine(s) on bar and agrees 

to provide technical minimum schedule for the same during off peak hours, he 

would have the first right to schedule power up to the DC on bar of the machine 

or Entitlement of the beneficiary from that machine, whichever is lower.  

ii. In case the other beneficiary wishes to schedule power from the machine in 

which it had surrendered power, consent of the beneficiary on whose request 

the machine has been kept on bar would be required. For this purpose, SLDCs 

shall adopt a uniform SOP. The SLDC (A) which wishes to schedule power shall 

send the mail, stating the quantum and duration of power required, to the SLDC 

(B) which was providing technical minimum schedule. After obtaining consent 

from its DISCOMs, SLDC (B) shall give its consent to SLDC (A) to punch the 

agreed schedule in WBES of NRLDC. SLDC (A) shall punch the schedule in 



WBES only after obtaining this consent through mail and forwarding it to 

NRLDC. Consent of SLDC (B) would also be required in case URS is available 

in the machine on bar. 

iii. In case SLDC (B) does not give consent, SLDC (A) may request NRLDC to 

bring the other unit(s) of APCPL Jhajjar on bar. In this scenario, SLDC (A) shall 

wait till the start-up time of other unit before it can punch its requisition in WBES.  

iv. No changes would be made in the WBES software of NRLDC to prevent SLDC 

(A) from punching requisition up to its entitlement from the machine on bar.  

v. All stakeholders are expected to behave ethically and follow this mutually 

agreed procedure to avoid scheduling related issues.  

 

 

*** 



List of participants for the meeting to discuss regarding procedure when only one beneficiary is requesting for Unit 
to be on BAR. 
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"In:Cf~ 

Government of India 

~~ 
Ministry of Power 
~ ~Wt<r ~ trf'i'Ifa

Northern Regional Power Committee 

'1'fi<I;: "efl"ihf/" ,rcr' ~'l'" 1201 lef.;;;.<t.!201818535 

No.: NRPC/Comml /20 1/REAl20 181 

1T'lT ff/ To, 

~ 

iRfT>:r ~ f.l «I ~ '" arr<iTrT 
<fn:m 0<'[, ~ ffi'<t> 'l1'I'f 

36, "f'f'1"f 'It ~ - 110001 

Secretary, 
CERC, 3" Floor , 
Chanderlok Building 
36, Janpath 
New Delhi- 11 0001. 

~: 2S~,201 8 .. 
Date: 25 July, 2018 

~: im emmTC[ ~ >t>Hi ff ~ ~ "Iig)"R' '" f,jT1Jj tR'To W ~WT ~ ii ~ if; 
'W'1T 'I~ 'r. ~ ii I 

Sub: Compensation for Degradation of Station Heat Rate and Auxilia ry Power Consumption due 

to Part Load Operation of Gas based power plants- regd . 

$<rl Sir, 

NRPC had been assigned the responsibility for working out the degraded SHR and APC 
va lues for gas based stations operating under part load in the Northern reg ion in accordan ce with 
CERC's Detailed Operating Procedure on Reserve Shutdown and Compensation Mechanism 
issued on 05.05.2017. 

As intimated in letter No. NRPC/Comml.l201 /REAl2018/41 54 dated 11 .04.2018 (copy 
enclosed); a sub group was constituted for finalizing the degraded SHR and APC va lues. In the 
meeting of the sub group held on 22 .06.2018 experts from BHEL were also invited . 
Representative of BHE L stated that it would not be possible to ascertain the quantum of 
degradation in SHR and APC in case of non availability of any operating characteristic curves of 
the machine as it depends on various factors. After deliberations, the subgroup recommended 
that to ascerta in the degraded SHR and APe values, a PG test may be carried out by the 
respective generating company, through any third party like BHEL, ElL, etc.; under the 
supervision of the sub group. It was also recommended that as an interim measure, provisional 
billing on the basis of values derived from HBD diagrams may be started . Th is billing would be 
subject to adjustment based on the results of PG test. 
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The findings of sub group were discussed in the 39th TCCI 42"d NRPC meeting held on 
27062018 and 28.06.2018. In the meeting, constituents expressed apprehension about 
provisional billing. It was stated by some constituents that their regulators may not permit them to 
pass on the costs wh ich they would incur due to such provisional billing. They were of the opinion 
that the matter should be referred to CERC in line with the decision taken in WRPC. Constituents 
agreed that fin ancial obligations, including interest if any, based on the decision of CERC wi ll be 
borne by the states. 

Hence, as per the recommendations of TCC and NRPC, issue of compensation for 
degradation of Station Heat Rate and Auxiliary Power Consumption due to Part Load Operation of 
Gas based power plant of Northern Region may be decided by the Honourable Commission. 

~ I Yours faithfu lly, 

('<'1. '((. 'it. ft. ffitr) 
(M. A. K. P. Singh) 
~~ 

Member Secretary 
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I 31ffif~ 
Government of India 

I 
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~inist;Y of Power 
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Northern 1 egiOnai Power Committee 

~: 3aWcrn/ qlfiJiG<lih /201 /af.3>".~'/2~ 18/ If I ~ It f?;aD<t> 1\ mtor, 2018 
I 

No.: NRPC/Comml / 201/REA/2018/ I Date I \ April, 2018 

~~/ To, 

~ 

~~f.1<lI"'*' ~ -" . 
3 TIM, ~~m.!a1 

. 36, ~ i1$"~- 1 10001 

I 

I 

Secretary, 
CERC , 3,d Floor, 
Chanderlok Building 
36, Janpath 
New Delhi- 110001 . 

~: 'ITt NTs 3fm~r.f 3lI< V'!iTfu<t> RJt / RN if; <nf<UT trc t: J11~JiQ~ 3'l3Wr 3lI< fl"'05~ ~ <fu m 
N'Rf <fu ~ l!if ~ ~rc ST301 ~ if; ~ ~ 'R q8f'",llll , c 

Sub: Feedback on detailed procedure for taking unit(s) under Reserve Shut Down and Mechanism for 

Compensation for Degradation of ~eat Rate . Aux Consumption and Secondary Fuel Consumption 

due to Part Load Operation and MJltiPle Start/Stop of Unit , . 

~/ Si r. I 
~ 26032018 if; ~ qo( ~f it, ilT'ft<r ~ ~ if; 'ITt NTs ~r.f if; Pow ':)3!Jq;if <fu 

~'1{ tr.r . .lffi.<fI.<1T. 'HRi'"(>Ill <fu qffi~1 ~ (:1 

With reference to your letter dated 26.03.2018, .the feedback of NRPC Secretariat on the 
mechanism of compensation for part load bperation of thermal generating stations is enclosed herewith. 

! 

~ / Yours fa ithfu lly, 

(\,I"l"1'. 11'. ~. 4T. R1(;) 
(M. A. K. P. Singh) 

~~ 
Member Secretary 
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Feedback on Mechanism for col pensation for Degradation of Heat Rate, Aux 
Consumption and Secondary Fuel om Consumption, due to Part Load Operation and 

Multipl~ Start/Stop of Units, 

I 
Proposed Changed in meth010109Y 

1. Compensation for less DC dJclaration 

The DOP issued by CERC Vid~ letter dated 05.05.2017 states that the effect of less 
declaration of DC shou ld be tb the account of the CGSIISGS. In order to ach ieve 

that, ECR corresponding to + erage Declared Capacity (DC) is being calculated 

Relevant clause 4.1 (v) is reprod uced below. 

"ECR (~C) for the calculatio~ period shall also be calculated using the formula 
specified in Tariff Regulations of the Commission and used as reference for 
calculating compensation. n hs is because, the effect of less declaration (with 
respect to normative ex-bus lristalled capacity), if any, on the SHR and AEC should 
be to the account of CGSIISGS. " 

I 
However, this clause takes care of less declaralion of DC by the generator only 
when DC declared is less than 85%. In case DC declared is in the range 85-100%, 
ECR (DC) remains equal to :ECR (N). This may result in a situat ion where the 

CGSIISGS beco.mes eligible l or compensation but no compensation is payable by 

the beneficiaries 

For example : I 
Let us consider a plant having an installed capa cily of 110 MW and Auxiliary Power 

consumption be 10 MW. I 
DC declared by the plant= 90 lMW 

ConSidering on ly one benefiCiary , ItS entltlement=DC declared by the plant= 90 MW 

Let energy schedu led by the JeneflClary= 81 MW 

[ 81 
In thiS scenario , the AUL of tT plant becomes- (110 - 10) = 81% 

Since AUL <85%, ECR (SE) 1 ECR (N) . .. . 

DC based loading of the planl= ( 90 ) - 90% 

,..... (1) 

1 110-10 

Since DC based loading> 85 (0, ECR (DC) = ECR (N)... ..... .... ... . (2) 

From (1) and (2) , ECR (SE) t ECR (DC) , therefore plant is eligible for compensalion 

(assuming ECR (A) is greatet than ECR (N)) 

However, clause 4.1 (xiv-a) 1f the DOP states that . .. . .. 

"No compensation shall be Rayable by a beneflclanes If It has reqUisitioned at least 
85% of its entitlement during[the calculation period." 

Since the lone beneficiary h ~S requisitioned 81/90= 90% of his entitlement, he is not 

liable to pay any compensatir n. 



This anomaly can be rect ified if the current method of ca lculating ECR (DC) is 
discarded. Instead, the effect of less declaration can be taken care of directly while 
calculating ECR (SE). This can be achieved by changing the definition of "effective 
capacity" used in the calculation of Average Unit Loading (AUL) of the station . 

Average Unit Loading (AUL) in % 
Effective Generation of Stati on (in MWh) 

- =~::-:7'-:--;~""'--:-:-:-"""'--;-;;-;-;-;-~-:-;C;----;:;-''-'''''--:-c:---',--;-;,,=," x 100 
- Effective Capacity (in MWh ) x (1 - Normative AEC) 

Presently, Clause 3.1 (vii) defines Effective capacity as.' 

"Effective Capacity in MWhr means maximum possible generation from a station 
during calculation period and shall be calculated as: 

Total Installed Capacity of the designated generating station (in MWhr) minus 
Installed Capacity (MW) of the Unit(s) of the said station under outage (planned or 
forced outage) and under reserve shut down during the calculation period X outage 
time" 

If this definition of Effective Capacity is changed to "On bar DC of the Station (in 
MWhr)", it would take into account both: less declaration of DC as well as outagel 
shut down of the unites) of the station. The calculation process wou ld also become 
less tedious as tracking of outages of ind ividual units would not be needed. The 
compensation payable in this case would be 

ECR (Comp) = {ECR (SE) or ECR (A), whichever is lower} - ECR (N) . 

Clarifications regarding existing methodology 

2. Regarding DC based loading 

DC based load ing is being used for calculation of ECR (DC). The formula for the 
ca lculation of DC based load ing is not explicitly defined in the DOP. However 
presently it is calculated as below: 

DC Based Loading% 
= On Bar DC of the Station(in MWhr) x 100 

[Effective Capacity (in MWhr ) x (1- Normati ve Allxaliary Consllmption)] 

This formula may be included in the DOP. 

3. Regarding compensation for secondary oil consumption 

As per clause 4.2(ii) of DOP "Compensation (in tenns of kL of Secondary Oil) shall 
be payable to CGSIISGS for the year due to degradation of Secondary Fuel Oif 
Consumption shall be calculated by multiplying no. of start-ups exceeding 7 per unit 
and solely attributable to reserve shut-downs with the appropriate value of additional 

secondary oil consumption specified in Regulation." 

2 
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• In view of above, it is ~oted that since only shutdowns attributable to RSD 
after the 7'h shutdown 1 0Uld be counted for compensation due to add itional 
secondary 011 conSumlPtlon , It would adversely affect unils which have 
planned their outages dt the end of the year in comparison to those where 
planned outages are In[ the beginning as those planned outages would be 
Included In the Initial 7 sr utdowns 

To remove thiS anomaly, on ly shutdowns attnbutable to RSD may be 
considered for compenJation for secondary oil consumption. The number of 
start ups attributable tOil RSD after which compensation is payable may be 
reduced from 7 ( say 3) . 

• If any shut down occurs in k'h financial year and start-up occurs in (k+ 1 l'h 
financial year, it is not IClear whether it should be counted in k'h year or in 
(k+1)'h year. This issue r ay be clarified . . 

4. Comparison between actual Jnd degraded SHR 

As per I EGC amendment-IV r~gUlation 6.38(3)(i) "In case of coal / lignite based 
generating stations, following Istation heat rate degradation or actual heat rate, 
whichever is lower, shall be considered for the purpose of compensation" 

5. 

S. No. Unit loading as a % of Increase in SHR Increase in SHR 
Installed Capacity of (for supercritical (for sub· critical 
the Unit units) (%) units) (%) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

85-100 

75-84.99 

65-74.99 

Nil' 

1.25 

2 

Nil . 

2.25 

4 

4. 55-64.99 , 3 6 

However, comparison betwee~ actual SHR and degraded SHR for calculating ECR 

(SE) is not mentioned in the D<DP. 

T hi' ,,"' m" "" ,', m;., 1 
Verification of outage and ot

l 
er details 

Unit wise outage details are being furnished by Generating Company directly to RPC 

secretariat as per Annexure_lj Of DOP. These outage details may be sent 10 RPC 

after verification from RLDC. 

For generating stations whose tariff has been adopted by Commission (Eg. IPGCL
PPCL 8awana in NR) AUL an DC based loading may be venfled by controll ing load 

despatch centre . I 
A provision may be included fdr verification of outages by RLDC/SLDC. 
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6. Regarding degradation based on running hours for Gas based power plants 
CERC had given the task of tabulat ing degraded SHR and APC for gas based 
generating station to the respective RPCs. The DOP issued by CERC on 05052017 
in its clause 4.1 (v) states: 

"For Gas based generating stations, degraded SHR and AEC shaff be decided 
based on the characteristic curve provided by manufacturer. If the characteristic 
curve is not provided for the entire range of the operating range i. e. up to 55% of 
module rating, then the extrapolation of the curve provided by the manufacturer shaff 
be done to extend the curve up to 55% of module loading. " 
In view of above, a sub group was constituted under the chairmansh ip of Member 
Secretary, NRPC with representat ives from NRLDC, TE&TD Division-CEA, TPDDL 
and NRPC Sect! to finalize the degraded SHR and APC values. 
PPCL obtained CCPP Load vs Net CCPP Heat Rate and CCPP Load vs Auxiliary 
Power curves for Pragati-III from its OEM, BHEL. However, BHEL has guaranteed 
Heat Rate values at only 100% and 80% load for the curve. The degraded SHR and 
APC values have been tabulated using the above curve. 

With regards to NT PC stations. no detailed Load vs Heat Rate and Load vs APC 
curves were available. Heat Rate and APC values were available for 3 load points 
100%, 80% and 60% for Anta , Au raiya and Faridabad GPS. For Dadri GPS, only 
Heat Rate at 100% and 80% loading was available. Heat rate value for Dadri at 60% 
loading was considered based on historical data provided by NTPC and APC figures 
taken from a test carried out by the sub group on 07 .1 1.17. Curves were plotted 
using the available values and extrapolated upto 55% as per CERC order. 

NTPC has claimed additional degradation based on running hours of the gas units in 
addition to the degraded SHR and APC values arrived at from the extrapolated 
curve. Some members of the sub group were of the view that as components of 
CCPP are to be replaced after certain firing hour as per OEM recommendation , the 
new components that are insialled may enhance the efficiency of CCPP instead of 

degrading it . 

Another meeting of the sub group has been proposed to look into the matter again. 
A member from BHEL has also been co-opted in the committee. Final outcome of 
the meeting would be apprised shortly . 

7. Regarding conversion factor from NCV to GCV 

The values of Heat rate obtained from the HBD diagrams of gas based stations of 
NTPC and PPCL were in NCV terms. To convert Heat Rate at NCV to Heat Rate at 
GCV, PPCL has used a factor of 1.12 while NTPC has used a factor of 1.103.The 
standard conversion factor that is to be used for conversion of GCV to NCV may be 

specified in the DoP. 
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8. Regarding part module operJ on of Gas stations 

9. 

NT PC has provided separate vJlues of degraded SHR and AEC for full module and 
half module operation. Howeverl, CERC has not specified separate heat rate values 
for half module operations in ahY of its tariff orders. On the contrary, CERC in its 
orderon "Approval of Tariff of ~ragati-III Power Plant (1371 MW)" dated 26.05.2017 
(Petition no. 257/20 10) has taken the Gross Station Heat Rate to be the same on 
COD of only GT-1 and ST-1 (~alf module operation) and COD of Module-1 as a 
whole. I 
Also, for gas stations metered data for the station as a whole is available with RPCs. 
It would not be possible to blculate the Actual generation for each module 
separately when a combination I~f full and half modules are running simultaneously. 
Thus, determination of average ~ nit loading of separate modules is not possible. 

It may be clarified whether seqarate table for degraded SHR and APC values for 
part load operation of CCGT hjlve to be provided; and modalities of ca lcu lating the 
compensation for the same may be given 'in the DoP. 

Regarding issues with multip e fuels being used in CCGT stations 

For Gas based stations, DC is, declared on multiple fuels like Gas, Liquid and RF. 
The entitlement of the beneficiaries is also prepared fuel wise and the plants get 
scheduled accordingly. Energ~ charge rate of each fuel is calculated separately and 
multipl ied by its scheduled generation and billed to the beneficiaries. However, since 
fuel wise actual generation is ~ot available, it is not possible to calculate fuel wise 
AUL and compensation. I . 

The procedure for compensation for the same may be given in the DoP. If AUL of 
the entire station is to be calpulated, entitlement and requisition by beneficiaries 
would also have to aggregate station wise for calculating compensation. 

SUMMARY 

In view of above, the following ssues need to be decided : 

1. Changing the definition of "E ective Capacity" to "On-Bar DC of the station" which 
would account for less declar1tion of DC without the need to calculate ECR (DC) 
and also rectify the anorr1aly where the CGSIISGS becomes eligible for 
compensation but no compen~ation is payable by the beneficiaries. 

2. Including the formula used to Jalculate DC based loading In the DOP. 

3. Issues regarding attribution 0 shut downs for compensation due to secondary oil 
consumption 

4. Comparison between actual and degraded SHR as mentioned in the IEGC 4'h 
amendment. 

5. Verification of outages by RL Cs ISLDCs 

6. Degradation based on rUn~ ing hours while extrapolating curves to tabulate 
degraded SHR and APC values for Gas based generating stations. 

I 
5 



7. Conversion factor from NCV to GCV 

8. Whether separate table for deg raded SHR and APC values for part load operation 
of CCGT have to be provided and modalities of calcu lating the compensation for the 
same. 

9. Procedure for calculating compensation in gas stations where multiple fuels are 
used simultaneously. 

6 
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Compensation due to Part Load Operation of Gas Power Plants

CERC- DOP on Reserve Shutdown and Compensation Mechanism (15-05-2017)
The RPCs shall work out a mechanism for compensation for station heat rate andauxiliary energy consumption for low unit loading on monthly basis in consultation withgenerators and beneficiaries at RPC forum and its sharing by the beneficiaries.
NTPC and PPCL had submitted values for degraded SHR and APC values in theirstations at the 33rd CSC meeting held on 28.07.2017
A sub group was constituted under the chairmanship of Member Secretary, NRPC withrepresentatives from NRLDC, TE&TD Division-CEA, TPDDL and NRPC Sectt.
 The sub group visited Gas Stations in Dadri (28.09.2017 & 07.11.2017), Bawana(11.10.2017) and Faridabad (17.01.2017) and carried out run tests at different loadingconditions.
In addition to that, some historical data regarding GHR and APC values for Anta,Auraiya and Faridabad GPPs at different loading conditions were also received fromNTPC.

Annexure - VII
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CERC- DOP on Reserve Shutdown and Compensation Mechanism (15-05-2017)
For Gas based generating stations, degraded SHR and AEC shall be decided based onthe characteristic curve provided by manufacturer.
If the characteristic curve is not provided for the entire range of the operating rangei.e. up to 55% of module rating, then the extrapolation of the curve provided by themanufacturer shall be done to extend the curve up to 55% of module loading.
No compensation for SHR degradation or increase in AEC shall be payable if theAverage unit loading for the generating station for the computation period works outmore than or equal to 85%.

Methodology
NTPC and PPCL were asked to submit Load vs GHR and Load vs APC curves for theirrespective machine.
PPCL provided both the curves through its OEM BHEL. The degraded SHR and APCvalues have been tabulated using curve submitted.
NTPC submitted that no detailed Load vs GHR and Load vs APC curves were available.Only HBD diagrams at certain discreet loading values were available.

Loading Anta Auraiya Dadri Faridabad
100% Module output (Gross & Net), module fuel input and NCV of fuel

Module output (Gross & Net). Net Heat Rate at NCV
Gross Heat Rate at GCV only

Module output (Gross & Net), Gross Module efficiency and NCV
80% -do- -do- -do- -do-
60% -do- -do- - -do-

NRPC
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Methodology
For Dadri GPP, heat rate value at 65% loading was considered based on the data provided by NTPC. 
APC figures for Dadri GPP were taken from the test carried out 07.11.2017.
A quadratic curve was plotted for all stations (except Anta) considering the Heat rate and APC values at the known points
The curves were extrapolated to arrive at GHR and APC figures at different loading conditions.
For calculation of compensation, a common value at intervals of 5% (like 84.99% to 80%) was taken by taking the average of the values at the extremes of the interval. 
The recommendations given by the sub group were shared in the 34th CSC meeting.

Deliberations in 34th CSC meeting
In the meeting, NTPC claimed additional degradation based on running hours of the gas units in addition to the degraded SHR and APC values arrived at from the extrapolated curve.
However, some members of the sub group were of the view that as components of CCPP are to be replaced after certain firing hour as per OEM recommendation, the new components that installed may enhance the efficiency of CCPP instead of degrading it.
Issue of enhanced APC of Anta & Auraiya GPP and conversion factor from NCV to GCV were also discussed 
Another meeting of the sub group was proposed to further deliberate upon the issues raised
The sub group decided to co opt members from the OEM, BHEL.

NRPC
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Discussions in 2nd sub group meeting
Issue-I : Additional Compensation for degradation due to ageing 

Representative of BHEL stated that it would not be possible to ascertain the amount of degradation due to ageing as it depends on how well the maintenance of the machine has been carried out.  
Also, since the characteristic curves as required under the CERC regulations are not available,  PG test may be carried out by the respective generating company through any third party like BHEL under the supervision of the sub group. 
As an interim measure, the values derived from extrapolating HBD diagram of NTPC generating station and the curve provided by PPCL Bawana without considering any degradation due to ageing may be used for provisional billing till PG test results are available.

Discussions in 2nd sub group meeting
Issue-II : Higher APC for Anta and Auraiya GPP

NTPC claimed higher APC values for Anta GPP than that calculated from HBD.
 The reason stated was that plant was designed to operate in open cooling water cyclemode whereas now it was running closed cooling water cycle mode due to limitedwater availability
The sub group accepted the claim made by NTPC
Additional auxiliary consumption of 2.83 MW was considered for calculation of APC ofAnta GPP.
Similarly for Auraiya inclusion of auxiliaries of 2.132 MW not included by OEM in theHBD was considered.

NRPC
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Discussions in 2nd sub group meeting
Issue-III : NCV to GCV conversion

PPCL had submitted a conversion factor of 1.12 whereas NTPC had used a factor of 1.103 for converting NCV to GCV.
Energy conversion matrix available on GAIL India website states NCV is 90% of GCV
Hence, conversion factor of 1.11 (1/0.9) was considered for calculations

Discussions in 2nd sub group meeting
Issue-IV : Part module Operation

The sub group reiterated its recommendations no separate values for part module operations would be provided. 
It was stated that even CERC has not issued any separate heat rates for part module operation for either Bawana or NTPC stations.
Even if separate values were to be provided, it would not be possible to calculate the AUL for each module separately when a combination of full and half modules are running simultaneously.
The sub group observed that running a GPP on half module with part loading is a wastage of precious natural gas and advices constituents against it.

NRPC
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Compensation Table-GHR
Loading(%) BawanaNormative= 2.5% AntaNormative= 2.5% AuraiyaNormative= 2.5% FaridabadNormative= 2.5% DadriNormative= 2.5%
100-85 1845 2075 2100 1975 2000

84.99-80 1845 2075 2100 1975 2000
79.99-75 1845 2075 2100 1975 2000
74.99-70 1845 2075 2100 1975 2032 1.60%
69.99-65 1860 0.8% 2075 2118 0.9% 1982 0.4% 2076 3.80%
64.99-60 1904 3.2% 2079 0.2% 2175 3.6% 2013 1.9% 2128 6.40%
59.99-55 1954 5.9% 2150 3.6% 2242 6.8% 2046 3.6% 2187 9.40%

Compensation Table-APC
Loading(%) BawanaNormative= 2.5% AntaNormative= 2.5% AuraiyaNormative= 2.5% FaridabadNormative= 2.5% DadriNormative= 2.5%
100-85 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

84.99-80 2.84 0.34 2.5 2.51 0.01 2.5 2.5 2.5
79.99-75 2.97 0.47 2.5 2.61 0.11 2.5 2.5 2.5
74.99-70 3.1 0.6 2.57 0.07 2.73 0.23 2.55 0.05 2.64 0.14
69.99-65 3.25 0.75 2.71 0.21 2.88 0.38 2.6 0.1 2.82 0.32
64.99-60 3.42 0.92 2.86 0.36 3.04 0.54 2.64 0.14 2.99 0.49
59.99-55 3.59 1.09 3.04 0.54 3.21 0.71 2.67 0.17 3.17 0.67
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PPCL-Bawana
Loading Net Heat Rate at NCV (kcal/kWh)

Net Heat Rate at GCV (kcal/kWh)
APC (%)Normative= 2.5%

Gross Heat Rate at GCV (kcal/kWh)Normative= 1845 kcal/kWh
100% 1569 1742 2.5 1698
95% 1580 1753 2.58 1708
90% 1596 1771 2.67 1724
85% 1617 1795 2.78 1745
80% 1643 1824 2.9 1771
75% 1674 1859 3.03 1802
70% 1711 1899 3.17 1839
65% 1753 1946 3.33 1881
60% 1800 1998 3.5 1928
55% 1852 2056 3.68 1981

NTPC-Faridabad
Loading (%) Efficiency(%) Heat Rate at NCV(kcal/kWh) 

Heat Rate at GCV (kcal/kWh)
Gross Output(MW) Net Output(MW) APC(%)

100 51.3 1677.2 1861.7 442.29 432.65 2.18
80 49.74 1729.8 1920.1 355.276 346.49 2.47
60 47.08 1827.6 2028.6 268.096 260.98 2.65
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NTPC-Faridabad
Load vs GHR Load vs APC

y = 0.0626x2 - 14.191x + 2654.6R² = 1
1840.0
1860.0
1880.0
1900.0
1920.0
1940.0
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1980.0
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2040.0

50 60 70 80 90 100

y = -0.000140x2 + 0.010567x + 2.525020R² = 1.000000

0.00
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1.00
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2.50

3.00

50 60 70 80 90 100

NTPC-Anta
Loading (%) Fuel Flow / GT(T/Hr)

Total Module Fuel Input(T/Hr)
NCV(kcal/kg) GCV (kcal/kg)

Gross Output(MW)
Net Output(MW)

Gross Heat Rate(kcal/kWh)
APC(%)

100 24.444 73.332 10115 11228 419.41 413 1963 2.14
80 19.642 58.926 10116 11229 335.2 330 1974 2.40
60 15.941 47.823 10117 11230 253.43 249 2119 2.94
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NTPC-Anta
Load vs GHR Load vs APC

y = -0.0038x3 + 1.0692x2 - 101.37x + 5163.2R² = 1
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y = 0.000370x2 - 0.079189x + 6.363289R² = 1.000000
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NTPC-Auraiya
Loading (%) Net Heat Rate at NCV(kcal/kWh) 

Net Heat Rate at GCV (kcal/kWh)
Gross Heat Rate at GCV (kcal/kWh)

Gross Outputmodule(MW)
Net Outputmodule(MW)

APC(%)

100 1796 1993.6 1961.1 331.68 326.28 2.27
80 1845 2048.0 2012.1 265.68 261.03 2.55
60 2029 2252.2 2206.5 195.68 191.71 3.12
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NTPC-Auraiya
Load vs GHR Load vs APC

y = 0.179235x2 - 34.812424x + 3,649.996918R² = 1.000000
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NTPC-Dadri
Loading (%) Heat Rate at GCV(kcal/kWh) 

100 1928
80 1980
65 2100

Value at 65% from data submitted by NTPC

Load vs GHR

y = 0.154286x2 - 30.371429x + 3,422.285714R² = 1.000000
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NTPC-Dadri
Loading(%) APC(%)

55% 3.26
65% 2.89
75% 2.57
85% 2.20

y = 0.000009x2 - 0.036345x + 5.230431R² = 0.999341

0.00
0.50
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90

APC
 %)

% Loading

Load vs APC

Values from test carried out on 07.11.2017

NTPC-HBD GHR values 
Loading(%) AntaNormative= 2075 kcal/kWh

AuraiyaNormative= 2100 kcal/kWh
FaridabadNormative= 1975 kcal/kWh

DadriNormative= 2000 kcal/kWh
85% 1938 1986 1901 1955
80% 1951 2012 1920 1980
75% 1972 2047 1942 2012
70% 2003 2091 1968 2052
65% 2048 2144 1997 2100
60% 2109 2206 2029 2155
55% 2190 2277 2063 2219
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NTPC-HBD APC values 
Loading(%) AntaNormative= 2.5% AuraiyaNormative= 2.5% FaridabadNormative= 2.5% DadriNormative= 2.5%

85% 2.31 2.46 2.41 2.21
80% 2.40 2.55 2.47 2.38
75% 2.51 2.67 2.53 2.56
70% 2.63 2.80 2.58 2.73
65% 2.78 2.95 2.62 2.91
60% 2.94 3.12 2.66 3.08
55% 3.13 3.30 2.68 3.26

THANK YOU..!!
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